Give your VT100 a new image in 4.4 minutes.

If you have a VT100 terminal, you're just 4.4 minutes away from a high quality, versatile graphics system. At a very low price.

Our SG100 Plus graphics enhancement gives you full Tektronix® 4010 emulation on DEC™ VT100, 103, 105, and 132 terminals.

But chances are you'll prefer our built-in native mode graphics capability, a powerful tool that makes it easy to program graphics applications. Even if you're not a programmer.

You won't have to give up your regular VT100 capabilities. And our separate graphics memory means you can switch from graphics to standard mode without losing data.

**Our features have exceptional drawing power.**

There are a lot of other reasons why our retro-fitted graphics are the best choice: Higher X-axis resolution than the competition. Larger addressable plot area, too—65K x 65K dots. The SG100 Plus printer port is totally transparent to the system, so you can print alphanumerics and graphics interchangeably on one printer. Cross hair cursor and light pen options. And our easy-to-use software is compatible with many operating systems.

**High quality graphics on your LA120.**

If you have an LA120 printer, our SG120R board can give it fast raster graphics capabilities. We can also interface with many other popular printers.

If you want to give your VT100 a new image, call Selanar. We're the experts in high-quality, low-cost graphics.
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